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About This Game

What if a dream was becoming reality?
What if a nightmare was becoming true?

Follow the road of Blade, an average guy unaware of his gift, as he meets gorgeous friends along the way,

Crystal the high-handed priestess,
Raven the beginner mercenary,
Vulcana the quirky spellcaster
Tina the confident barbarian!

Final Battle features an enthralling story with many twists and turns, and a gameplay to satisfy the itch of RPG players.
It is a must-have for fans of the old Final Fantasy, Dragon Quest and Breath of Fire.

FEATURES

3 difficulty modes to adjust to your playing style

Optional nudity mode

Visible enemy encounters
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Steam trading cards

Steam achievements

CONTROLS

To move characters and the cursor, use the directional buttons on the game pad or the arrow keys on the keyboard.

ENTER/SPACE: Confirm, OK, Enter

ESC: Cancel, Menu

PAGE UP: Previous page

PAGE DOWN: Next page

If you're playing with the mouse:

LEFT-CLICK: Move characters, Confirm, OK, Enter

RIGHT-CLICK: Cancel, Menu

ALT+ENTER: Switches between window mode and full-screen mode.

ALT+F4: Forcibly exits the game.

F12: Forcibly returns to the title screen.
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Title: Final Battle
Genre: Adventure, Casual, Indie, RPG, Strategy
Developer:
Cherry Bloom
Publisher:
Cherry Bloom
Release Date: 20 Apr, 2018
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This is a gem of a war game. Plenty of action or combat to keep you interested and focused.
They should have made a sequel to this one or came out with some DLCs for this one.
This is a game that should have set the standard for the Medal Of Honor,COD and the
Battlefield series.
A classic example of what a war game should be.
For those armchair soldiers out there I highly recommend it.. Ninja guy is a very easy hack and slash game and is very short
too(took me about an 1 hour to complete).
Story:2\/10 Very weak due to it only being about ninja guy trying to achieve his ninjaness.
Sound\/Music:4\/10 Very bad music and ninja guy's quotes aren't that funny.
Gameplay:5\/10 Not that bad,but it's pretty much the same thing all the time that you do.
Difficulty:Easy

Pros:
-None

Cons:
-Very easy
-Very short
-Repetitive
-Very few characters(not including bosses and enemies)

Overall i give the game a 4\/10(Bad). 10\\10 Turns you into Hispanic Iron man.. Pretty good game!

Irony of Nightmare is as you probably know a horror game. And its actually pretty scary sometimes. But the best part about this
game is the true ending. I am not going to spoil anything, but when I first played this game, I thought it would be another of
those games where you are locked in a house and a killer is trying to kill you. NO! It will get a little glitchy... he.

The worst part of the game is, that some of the jumpscares are just clones and I think they got way to overused. It kinda ruins
the atmosphere when something happens in EVERY ROOM!

In the end, I think its pretty good. Its also really cheap so get it now if you want.

7/10 Points!

The killer looks like an enemy from Left for Dead 2 change my mind. Cool, neat, unique!!!!!!. much wow goodness. Decent
graphics, decent puzzling, sort of a chintzy-feeling UI. I enjoyed the first campaign, which was a puzzler. From the 2nd
campaign It turns arcadey, dodging fireballs and using a rolling ball to squash monsters, and at that point it lost my interest. But
if that's sounds enjoyable to you, this is that.. An interesting little puzzle game with an interesting twist: You have to reach the
exit by pushing the "room parts" around, but you can only push the one you are currently in. This gives the game some depths
other similar games lack.... could have been a fair game but telaporting in this type of game really sucks
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GOOP FOR THE GOOP GOD! GOOP FOR THE GOOP GOD! ARRRAAUUGGHGHGH. I was looking forward to this
game for a while now. I'm glad it actually turned out great. The story is very nicely done.

This is one game you shouldn't be going for a speed run. Instead, I recommend you to talk to characters you meet, get to hear
their stories, and watch what's around when you are on board. Just enjoy your journey.. not a particularly diverse puzzle, there
are no different modes, but for this price they should not be, the main thing is that everything is done well and works. I want so
badly to be able to play this for nostalgia but it crashes near the end of almost every level. I have to play the same levels over and
over until I get through it once without crashing.. I have ALOT of games
I play ALOT of games
I have ALOT of VR games
I play ALOT of VR games

and this is a well polished one, very fun, and.... definitely sickening
I don't get sick easy in VR games, and unfortunately, this beautiful game is the first to really toss my cookies good.
10-15 minutes is fine, but 30+ minutes and your really gunna feel it... again no other game in my library has even come close.. it
SUCKS, I really want to like this game
but as it is.... no.. I think escapism is the only thing I do well in my life. i played this game for 3 minutes, now i have cancer...
thanks. Steamulator. Aidan I hate you.. You cant make any Sexy or Porn Content with this, which i wanted to do.

Blood 'n Bikinis is now out!:
https://store.steampowered.com/app/596200/Blood_n_Bikinis/

 ¤ 8 gorgeous, immodest girls to romance (even marry)!
 ¤ Tease them or seduce them, make all your fantasies come true!
 ¤ More than 50 nasty blood-thirsty monsters to slaughter!
 ¤ Use rifles, shotguns or even Kalachnikovs to succeed!
 ¤ Modern settings: fight your way through an hospital, a school, even a fast food outlet!
 ¤ Unique mix of simulation and RPG that rewards defeating the enemies fast!. Final Battle is out!:
Play it now!

  3 difficulty modes to adjust to your playing style
  Optional nudity mode
  Visible enemy encounters
  Steam trading cards
  Steam achievements

http://store.steampowered.com/app/638720/Final_Battle/. Have a sexy week-end!:
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And what better way than to enjoy a dungeon adventure with the gorgeous heroine of your choice?

https://store.steampowered.com/app/1027900/Sexy_Heroine/

Also available in bundles!

https://store.steampowered.com/bundle/10943/Sexy_Bundle/

https://store.steampowered.com/bundle/10941/Sexiest_Bundle/

. Final Battle with a guide and wallpapers:
If you need a guide and want some beautiful wallpapers of the heroes, search no more:

http://store.steampowered.com/app/844830/Final_Battle_Guide__Wallpapers/?snr=1_5_9__405

Game itself available with a discount of 20%!

https://store.steampowered.com/app/638720/Final_Battle/?snr=1_5_1100__1100. Sexy Heroine is out!:
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Don't miss our very sexy bundles too!

https://store.steampowered.com/bundle/10941/Sexiest_Bundle/
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